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For over six months, SHP has been con-
ducting school online, and although students 
have been able to continue learning over Zoom, 
the current situation is not ideal. SHP has com-
mitted to spending the entire fall online in an 
effort to avoid a second wave of cases and come 
back more prepared in January. 

Nonetheless, as other schools in the area 
begin to go back to school in person, SHP stu-
dents have a strong desire to follow suit. The 
question on everyone’s mind is when and how 
this will take place. As people are getting more 
anxious to get back to school, SHP principal 
Dr. Jennie Whitcomb says the administration 
is working to finalize a plan “based on what 
[they] think will work best with virus transmis-
sion, what will make teachers feel confident they 
can do well, and ways that [they] think will be a 
quality learning experience.”

 Ever since last school year, the school has 
been working on a plan to get back to school, 
and in June presented a rough outline for a hy-
brid schedule. However, as more schools across 
the country reopen under some of these hybrid 
plans, Dr. Whitcomb says that “[they are see-
ing] some problems and flaws with how [a hy-
brid program] unfolds as a learning experience 
and a teaching experience.” After watching and 
learning from what other schools are doing, the 
school is working to create a new plan that will 
be more beneficial for both students and teach-
ers.

 Dr. Whitcomb says that the adminis-
tration has “come up with two different ways 
that we might organize ourselves to come back 
to classes in January, and I have put those two 

different ways to the faculty to ask for some of 
their input.” In order to find a way that works 
better for the entire school, they have come up 
with multiple acceptable plans so that teachers 
can have a say. This is important as the school 
“wants to make sure that teachers feel that they 
can do good teaching in [the chosen] model.”

 In coming up with these plans, the ad-
ministrators first had to think about how to best 
minimize opportunities for the virus to spread. 
In response to this major issue, the school is 
thinking about how to optimize outside classes. 
Along with learning outside, classes will most 
likely be longer. The goal is to make it so that 
students do not move between a large amount of 
classes so that there is minimal contact. In order 
to do so, classes will have to be longer to com-
pensate.

 The school has been seeking feedback 
from many people to hear what they think of 
their proposed plans. The administration and 
department heads worked together to create the 
plans, which were then shared with the faculty 
in order to get their input. Along the way, the 
administration also reached out to student lead-
ers in Leadership Inquiry for their opinion on 
aspects of the plan.

 It may seem that students are not getting 
enough of a say in what the schedule looks like, 
and that is mostly because of time constraints. 
Dr. Whitcomb says, “We are going to make a 
decision relatively quickly on which of the two 
models we are going to go with, then we have 
another layer of planning to make sure it doesn’t 
break. After all that we will share that with the 
families and with the students.” The goal is to 

share the plan with families before Thanksgiv-
ing break, and in order to make sure everything 
is done in time, it will be difficult to hear every 
student’s opinion on the schedule.

 Along with getting the plan done rela-
tively soon, SHP must also follow county guide-
lines, and to do that, they have been adhering 
to the Pandemic Recovery Framework, a doc-
ument made by the San Mateo County Office 
of Education to help schools reopen safely. The 
document involves rules around social distanc-
ing, facial coverings, wellness checks, testing, 
and the number of kids allowed in certain places 
at once.

Dr. Whitcomb says the school must follow 
these rules with the goal of “[creating] a plan 
that is 30 or 40 pages long that gets posted and 
approved by the San Mateo County Office of Ed-
ucation.” There will most likely be some back-
and-forth communication and revisions to the 
plan, so the school must submit it as soon as 
possible. 

Although the community will not get to 
return to school until January, it is clear that 
a comprehensive plan is surfacing in order to 
make that possible. The administration is work-
ing quickly and it is likely that students will know 
what the plan is before leaving for Thanksgiving 
break. However, going into next semester, stu-
dents must keep in mind that “nothing is going 
to look and feel like it did pre-pandemic. That is 
not [the] goal.” Nevertheless there is something 
to look forward to that is not on Zoom, and will 
hopefully give students a renewed sense of com-
munity.

SHP Administration Prepares to 
Share Plans to Return to Campus

News - Maya Moffat ‘23

The prospect of returning to campus, even if it will not be like pre-pandemic conditions, is drawing ever 
closer as SHP begins to disclose new plans for the spring semester.

Photo provided by Katie Sandhu ‘21 from the SHP website.
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TEDx Program Shares Student Voices 
Despite Pandemic Restrictions

News - Timothy Meneses ‘21

As SHP students become informed about 
current events through the news, they begin 
to define which outlets are more reliable and 
which are more biased. However, since everyone 
finds their news from different sources, there 
are bound to be differing views on what makes 
a news source credible. During this time of lo-
cal and international change, SHP students are 
encouraged to challenge themselves to explore 
outlets that do not necessarily agree with their 
perspectives.

Economics teacher Mr. Greg Roig says that 
acknowledging and accepting differing views 
is a challenging process. He shares a quote at-
tributed to Aristotle: “It is the mark of an ed-
ucated mind to be able to entertain a thought 
without accepting it.” He goes on to explain 
that “it feels as if a large majority [of people] 
are resting comfortably inside of their ideolog-
ical echo chambers instead of doing the hard 
work of challenging beliefs and understanding 
new perspectives.” This is important to consid-
er since many of us have the unfortunate ten-
dency to immediately discredit anything that 
counters our beliefs. Mr. Roig also explains that 
this problematic thought process affects the ac-
curacy of our news. “As more and more people 
watch and read news primarily for affirmation 
of their beliefs instead of simply for informa-
tion, these mainstream and dominant news out-
lets gain more and more traction in the market.” 
This makes it challenging for local newspapers, 
which are generally more credible, “to stay rele-
vant, and more importantly, profitable in today’s 

digital age.” Therefore, Mr. Roig says,“I find my-
self drawn to long form interview podcasting 
because it allows for healthy and deep discourse. 
There is something so powerful about giving in-
dividuals ample time to discuss their ideas and 
have those ideas challenged in a respectful way.” 
Whichever news source that students choose, 
students should attempt to move beyond simply 
affirming their own beliefs by exploring the oth-
er side.    

Jacqueline Chin ‘21 provides some insight 
into what she believes are reliable news sources. 
She explains, “I try to get my news from more 
moderate or neutral news sources … the infor-
mation presented from more biased networks 
are not always fully representative of the cur-
rent events at hand.” This is extremely important 
to consider because it too easy to cherry-pick 
evidence and accounts that fit our beliefs, and 
ignore others that are contrary. Jacqueline also 
says that the increasingly divided news outlets 
affect our biases, saying that “an increase in 
mainstream media, and thus the [decreased] 
viewership [of] local news, have also made the 
political landscape less nuanced, and perhaps 
in some way, it has ‘forced’ people to pick a po-
litical side.” This makes it more difficult to have 
constructive debates and conversions and real-
ize that every issue has multiple sides.

English teacher Mr. Jake Moffat provides 
insight into his choice of news sources. Typical-
ly, he will look at neutral news sites. However, if 
he looks at more biased headlines, he will also 
see the other side’s headline in order to have 

a balanced perspective. This is a strategy that 
forces one to consider opposing viewpoints. By 
looking at both sides of an argument, students 
can develop a more nuanced view of key issues. 
Mr. Moffat also looks at local news that reports 
reliably on community issues. Local news pulls 
people together and is typically less polarizing. 
Additionally, he explains the challenges that so-
cial media presents, since it “takes away editorial 
oversight, fact-checking, and the need to have a 
level of veracity to a story.” Social media allows 
everyone to quickly and conveniently access new 
information without waiting. Because of this, 
there is little to no fact-checking, unlike more 
reliable newspapers or journals. A Pew Research 
Poll shows that social media usage has gone up, 
with 65% of American adults using social me-
dia.  As social media becomes more and more 
popular, students should consider how accurate 
the information they read is, and how they can 
look at the other side in order to develop a better 
understanding of the issues they care about. 

In a time of immense change at the local 
and national level, SHP students should chal-
lenge themselves to consider where they learn 
and receive information, and how they can 
search for new sources of news. If students limit 
themselves to one point of view, they will strug-
gle to understand the other side and step out of 
their comfort zone. Therefore, they should find 
new ways to receive current information while 
being watchful for the inaccuracies that plague 
our world. 

For the second year in a row, TEDx will be 
working jointly with SHP to host events where 
students will speak about the theme of human-
ness. The TED organization has been around 
since the 1990s and has amassed thousands of 
speakers over the years. After a speaker has de-
livered their speech, TED uploads the speech to 
their website and other platforms. Most notable 
for their informative and captivating videos on-
line, TED believes in researching and discover-
ing “ideas worth spreading.” They accomplish 
their mission by organizing spaces for passion-
ate individuals to share a specific interest they 
have pursued within local communities. 

Last school year, a few seniors delivered 
speeches in the Blackbox Theater. This year’s for-
mat will not be any different in the fall semester. 
TEDx will work with the drama and tech team 
to get the stage set up in the traditional TEDx 
style to provide the opportunity for 3-4 speakers 
to present their talks. About 6-10 SHP students 
will then be speaking in the spring, which will 
hopefully allow for a larger audience with less 
COVID restrictions. There will be 2 moderators 
transitioning between the presentations to make 
sure that everything goes smoothly.

Harsimran Chohan ‘22, leader of the TEDx 
club at SHP, believes that the pandemic left ben-
efits and downsides on the TEDx event. Accord-

ing to Harsimran, “A large component of having 
an audience is the feeling of speaking to some-
one. A speaker can visually see their message 
getting shared. [However], no audience may 
equal less stress.” While having an in-person au-
dience definitely has its perks, SHP students will 
have to adapt to the format of speaking to an 

empty audience. Harsimran will be delivering a 
presentation on the lack of financial literacy this 
December to a very small crowd.

 Mr. Scott McDade, the faculty modera-
tor for the club, plays the role of giving feedback, 

helping students enunciate better, developing 
student topics, and helping students emphasize 
different points of the presentation. According 
to Mr. McDade, one of the goals of the club is 
to “show students that they don’t have to be old-
er to communicate their voice. [This club] gives 
them an opportunity to make their mark on the 
world when they’re young.” 

Armin Hamrah ‘23 will be doing just this. 
According to Armin, “Mr. McDade has helped 
with public speaking and made me comfortable 
with my public voice. I hope to inspire others for 
change through my presentation on “how social 
media takes away our humanness.” Axel de Ver-
nou ‘21, who is presenting on how to implement 
group work opportunities in STEM classrooms, 
hopes “to encourage high schools to rethink the 
way that they approach math and project-based 
learning. Axel has “learned public speaking 
skills through the Tedx club by working closely 
with Mr. McDade and learning how to deliver 
[his] thoughts on a topic of interest.”

While the TEDx club at SHP is still work-
ing out how to adapt this year, the club will keep 
broad themes so that students have a wider vari-
ety of topics that they can explore and dive into. 
This will continue giving students the opportu-
nity to learn public speaking skills while sharing 
their voice with the community.

Recent National Events Push Students to 
Seek Opposing News Outlets

News- Paul Fong ‘23

Dylan Huey ‘20 presented his talk with the 
same format that this year’s students will in 

the fall. Photo from SHP TEDx website.
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 On Monday, November 2nd, King’s 
Academy student Justin Kwan woke up an hour 
and a half early, at 6:30 A.M. to make his first 
commute back to campus in eight months. He 
would finally return to school since he and his 
classmates had been sent home in March to shel-
ter in place. Justin is one of many students from 
public and private schools on the Peninsula who 
has been learning online since last Spring.
 Most schools that have allowed stu-
dents the option of “hybrid learning” split stu-
dents into cohorts that rotate from online Zoom 
classes to classes on campus every other week. 
Students are given the option to stay home for 
various reasons, but “the vast majority opt to go 
to campus. There are usually about one to two 
people in every class who choose not to partici-
pate in on campus learning”, said Castilleja stu-
dent, Michelle L. When students attend class-
es on campus, the daily schedule begins with a 
health screening completed via an app before 
entering class. Then, students go through a full 
day of classes complete with ten minute passing 
periods for teachers to sanitize desks, and social-
ly distanced lunch and breaks. 
 For students who have opted to attend 
these classes remotely, they can Zoom from the 
back of a live class and teachers will see their fac-
es on a screen while they teach. “The way I see 
the classroom is that there are one or two cam-
eras that are sort of positioned so I can see the 
board or the students”, said Michelle who opted 
out of the hybrid model to continue with online 
learning. At Justin’s school, remote learners are 
actually able to “follow” the teacher around the 
classroom from their computers at home, using a 
Cisco WebEx technology. 
 While Justin misses the chance to sleep a 
little longer, he says he is very happy to have re-
turned to campus. “I just think in-person school 
is a lot better in general. It is so much easier to 
focus, I can chat with friends during passing pe-
riods, and the change of scenery has definitely 
made me more motivated,” he said. 

 However, not all students are ready to re-
turn to campus. “I didn’t decide to go back be-
cause first of all, none of my friends were going. 
And second of all, it’s just too risky,” said Ant-
hea, a student at Valley Christian. Her health 
concerns proved to be valid when a highschool 
teacher came down with Coronavirus shortly af-
ter students returned to campus. Other students, 
like Michelle, have said they didn’t want to return 
to campus to what could be a constantly chang-
ing schedule after finally getting used to online 
learning. Perhaps because her mother is a phy-
sician, Michelle is more cautious about taking a 
risk in returning to campus. “It just doesn’t seem 
like I would enjoy it that much, and my health 
could be at more risk that way, so why bother,” 
she explained.
 Some of the other nearby private schools 
that are currently taking part in the hybrid mod-
el include Pinewood, Woodside Priory, Synapse, 
and Nueva. One of the strategies that schools 
have used to promote a safe return is to require 
COVID testing. Dr. Whitcomb explained that 
Sacred Heart will have a testing program in place 
for teachers and students. The school strongly 
encourages everyone to test regularly as part of 
a return to campus plan “because it’s a good way 
to know that you and others are not coming to 
school asymptomatic. We want to do all we can to 
mitigate virus transmission.” Other schools have 
similar testing programs, and some have made 
plans to test students and teachers on campus. 
Synapse, for example, is partnering with Stanford 
University and Lucile Packard Children’s Hospi-
tal to provide weekly testing.  
 As other schools are making these chang-
es, many of us eagerly await for the Sacred Heart 
administration to announce a plan. The reopen-
ing of schools in San Mateo County has been a 
controversial topic since the beginning of the 
school year. According to the California Depart-
ment of Education, about 70% of students in the 
state live in counties that have been safe to return 
to school.

 Dr. Whitcomb said that the new plan the 
school will roll out on November 19th will not 
be the same as the “hybrid model” which oth-
er schools have experimented with. One of the 
challenges with hybrid learning is that remote 
students and on-campus students have two dif-
ferent experiences. “I feel like it’s not necessarily 
the fact that we are separated, so much as a lot 
of traditions and events that normally happen 
have to be sort of changed, or we have to make 
compromises to keep them safe,” said Michelle, 
regarding the change in the sense of community 
after returning to campus. 
 In order to develop a strong and vibrant 
community where everyone feels connect-
ed, breaking students into smaller groups that 
are having different experiences during a ma-
jor health crisis might not be the best plan. Dr. 
Whitcomb feels that Sacred Heart teachers have 
been able to create this sense of community even 
during remote learning. When talking about the 
freshman English class that she teaches, she ex-
plained, “Our class, like many others, has formed 
a community. Even if it is online… we are con-
nected with each other, and we don’t want to 
lose that sense of community [when we return 
to campus], so we’re pressing forward on a path 
that makes sure that we can all be together.”
 After all of the time and effort the Sacred 
Heart administration has put into devising a plan 
for a safe return to campus, it seems important 
to ask how students can do their part.  “My ad-
vice for our students is to follow the guidelines 
of the plan. Especially the ones around the four 
pillars: social distancing, wearing a mask (or fa-
cial coverings), washing your hands a lot, and 
limiting gatherings” advises Dr. Whitcomb, “The 
last thing we would want to do is to open, and 
have to close again soon because we have an out-
break.” As Sacred Heart prepares to implement 
its new plan, it can look to the models that other 
schools are using and decide which parts they 
want to try and what they will change for the 
wellbeing of the community.

How Other Schools in the Peninsula
Are Getting Back In-Person

News - Makena Tom ‘24

Students Change Plans This Thanksgiving Season
News - Andrew Samuels ‘23

 Photo provided by Axel de Vernou ‘21 
from Unsplash.com

 The majority of students at SHP will 
spend their Thanksgiving Break confined in their 
homes. With cases continuing to rise across the 
country, many families are not yet comfortable 
with traveling.
 In fact, about 56 percent of students who 
answered a survey that was sent out to the stu-
dent body will not be traveling at all, with about 
44 percent either traveling in or out of state. In a 
normal year, these statistics would be an anom-
aly as many students usually travel to see family 
or visit new countries.
 This year, however, many Sacred Heart 
families don’t feel particularly comfortable fly-
ing, visiting relatives, or even leaving their 
homes. Thanksgiving is a holiday all about fam-
ily, thankfulness, and food, but unfortunately, 
many students’ extended families have a very 
high risk of catching COVID-19. Alex Bartels 
‘23 said that “he and his family are worried about 
Covid and feel safer staying home.” For the past 
few years, Alexx has spent his Thanksgiving hol-
iday in Tahoe with his cousins, but he will not 
get to partake in that enjoyable experience this 
year. Natalie Dias ‘22 faces the same challenges. 

“Thanksgiving is one of my favorite holidays and 
I love seeing my relatives and visiting new plac-
es, but this year my family and I will be staying 
home and staying safe,” she said. 
 The majority of students and families 
are frustrated and ready for Covid to end. Many 
families will not be taking the risk of traveling, 

but there are some families that are making an 
effort to take a break and leave the Bay Area 
while trying to remain safe. Luke Scheible ‘23 
says “my family and I will be flying to Jackson 
Hole for Thanksgiving.” Luke and his family be-

lieve they can remain safe while visiting another 
state and flying if they take safety precautions. 
Another approach some SHP families are taking 
is to drive to a new and fun location for the time 
off school. Dario Ghamgosar ‘23 mentioned that 
he and his family will drive to Napa Valley and 
spend Thanksgiving there. “Normally we would 
travel to Europe for Thanksgiving, but getting 
out of the house and driving to a beautiful loca-
tion like Napa is an awesome alternative.”
 Ultimately, many students will have to 
make sacrifices this Thanksgiving season. Sad-
ly, visiting grandparents during these times will 
be very challenging and dangerous, since people 
in that age demographic are automatically high 
risk. Thanksgiving is a time of joy, the celebra-
tion of the harvest, family, and thankfulness, so 
much of this holiday cannot be appreciated and 
fully celebrated. However, some students will be 
trying to travel in or out of state in order to en-
joy the holiday in a way that does not risk in-
fection. Hopefully, students and faculty will find 
new hobbies or activities to spend an enjoyable 
Thanksgiving Break
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 Google has become an iconic part of Amer-
ican culture. From the development of the verb “to 
google,” to being the search engine with the greatest 
market share of 2020 at 86.86%, Google has played an 
instrumental role in the world of technology and in 
society as a whole (Statista). 
 One does not need to look far to see its im-
pact. All of us, SHP students and staff, have a Gmail 
account and most, if not all, students utilize Google 
applications like Docs, Slides, and Sheets for school-
work. Google’s widespread influence, however, has 
become too great to the point where the United States 
Department of Justice (DOJ), in mid-October, has 
launched an antitrust lawsuit against the company, 
alleging that Google is unlawfully trying to control its 
monopoly. 
 So, what are antitrust laws? Antitrust laws, 
which trace their origins back to the Gilded Age, pro-
hibit businesses and monopolies from gaining too 
much power and control that would stifle competi-
tion (Business Insider). In other words, antitrust laws 
are in place in order to promote healthy competition 
between businesses. 
 The DOJ is launching a massive argument 
against the tech giant by claiming that the latter has 
undertaken multiple illegal maneuvers regarding ef-
forts to maintain their monopoly. Specifically, the 
DOJ is investigating Google’s interactions with oth-

er companies that involve 
having Google as the default 
search engine. One target of 
the DOJ regarding Google as 
the default browser is Apple, 
which Google pays billions 
of dollars to in search engine 
agreements. According to the 
DOJ’s release, they state that 
Google’s agreements with Ap-
ple make Google “the default 
– and de facto exclusive – gen-
eral search engine on Apple’s 
popular Safari browser and 
other Apple search tools” (De-
partment of Justice). This aids 
in blocking out the competition in search engines. 
Other tech companies with agreements and contracts 
with Google also make the installation of Google as 
the primary, and only, search engine necessary for 
device use. Furthermore, they are also investigating 
the way that Google is acquiring billions of dollars 
of profit, specifically $34 billion, from massive on-
line advertising outreach (New York Times). These 
actions, taken together, are imposing and especially 
threatening to many competitors. 
 On the other hand, Google’s response to 
these accusations is simple: there are other search 
engines. And Google is right. Though not as pre-
dominant, there are other search engines, like Yahoo, 
DuckDuckGo, and Bing, that are easily accessible 
to the public. Moreover, Google also states that the 
agreements they have with Apple and other compa-
nies are legal and not in violation of antitrust laws in 
the way that they do not interfere with competition 
(New York Times). 
 Lastly, Google argues that its dominance in 
terms of the American search market is not because 
of their ad campaigns or agreements, but because 
they are preferred by the general public and more 
popular. Both sides, the DOJ and Google, have fair 
arguments and respective defenses. Consequently, 
the complexities and the significance of this lawsuit 
will most likely span the course of many months, or 
perhaps years with court appeals, until they arrive at 
a definitive decision.
 Between now and a court decision, many 
things can happen. For example, The Guardian re-
ports that Google’s competitors, big and small, can 
find ways to outmatch Google while the latter is 
dragged through a long legal battle. An example of 
a rising star––in terms of search engines––is Ecosia, 
a search engine that uses its profits to plant trees all 
around the world (The Guardian). These small search 

engines, which are slowly getting more traction, rely 
on government action to prevent Google from con-
trolling a big monopoly. 
 The diction of monopolies, business compe-
tition, and the rise of big companies and the fall of 
smaller ones mirrors an all too familiar phrase: net 
neutrality. Net neutrality allows for small companies 
to thrive by having internet service providers, or ISPs, 
provide equal access to information from big and 
small internet and technology companies without 
any biases or hindrances. Net neutrality and antitrust 
laws, although different in many aspects regarding 
the scope of their legal coverage, are similar in prin-
ciple. They allow for the growth of the economy and 
provide opportunities for all companies, not a limited 
number, to succeed. They prevent domineering mo-
nopolies from controlling the market and this allows 
for consumers to benefit, from better access to infor-
mation to better quality of services. 
 Google’s antitrust lawsuit is significant not 
only because the federal government is taking on a 
large tech behemoth, but that it will set the stage for 
the future of tech companies and antitrust cases. Oth-
er companies like Apple, Facebook, and Amazon of-
ten appear in Congress providing testimony regard-
ing multiple things, and antitrust laws will most likely 
appear in the radar more often after Google’s lawsuit. 
Whatever the political and legislative context may be, 
this antitrust lawsuit will not only last a long time, 
but will establish a standard in terms of antitrust law 
and have far reaching consequences for a future that 
will be shaped by further innovations in the realm of 
technology. 

Government vs. Google
Op-Ed - Alexander Lourdes Medel ‘23

 As of 2019, San Francisco had a homeless 
population of around 9.800 individuals. With 
the current pandemic, San Francisco has had to 
face two serious public health crises at once. In 
order to minimize the spread of COVID-19, it is 
mandatory to wear masks and stay socially dis-
tant. However, this has been proven to be quite 
difficult to implement in regards to the homeless 
population. Homeless shelters are very prone 
to outbreaks. The Multi-Service Center South 
housed 400 people but this number was reduced 
to 144 residents once an increase in cases began. 
In just a few days, the number of cases in the 
shelter went from five to seventy. 
 In order to prevent outbreaks in home-
less shelters that house people with preexisting 
health conditions, San Francisco has found a 
solution. They have spaced out beds in homeless 
shelters to be socially distant, and they have also 

provided tents for the homeless. The previous 
ban on tents in the city was recalled, as it was 
necessary in order to decrease the chances of a 
serious outbreak. 
 Now, tents line the streets of San Francis-
co, but this is a temporary solution. Living con-
ditions have become significantly worse. Debris, 
blankets, personal belongings, tents, food, trash, 
and more are littered throughout the Tender-
loin. Even though tents were provided to enforce 
social distancing, they have not exactly helped. 
Although people are sleeping in tents away from 
others, people are not social distancing during 
the day. A rise in criminal activity has resulted in 
many homeless being robbed. 
 Conditions for the homeless will most 
likely worsen as we inch closer to winter. As it 
gets colder, tents will not provide sufficient shel-
ter from the rain and the cold. In conjunction 

with the flu, cases will begin to increase even 
more among the homeless population. Public 
bathrooms are also common places of disease 
transmission because the large number of people 
using a small space causes airborne diseases to 
spread easily. Handing out proper personal pro-
tective equipment has ensured that many home-
less people wear masks. This not only protects 
themselves, but others as well.
 Many of us are privileged enough to not 
have to experience or worry about having a place 
to sleep that is socially distanced from everyone 
else. We tend to look past issues that we do not 
encounter. However, we have to recognize that 
thousands of people, living almost an hour away 
from us, are facing issues many of us can’t even 
fathom. We have to educate and spread aware-
ness on the issue to initiate more reform.

COVID-19 and San Francisco’s Homeless Population
Op-Ed - Anika Goyal ‘23

Photo provided by Axel de Vernou ‘21
from Unsplash.com

Photo provided by Katie Sandhu ‘21
from Unsplash.com
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Viewfinder: A Look Back at the Halloween Drive-Thru
On Friday, October 30th, students decorated their cars and dressed up in a wide variety of Halloween 
outfits to celebrate the event with some candy and a drive around campus. John Carter ‘21, Taylor Fer-

rario ‘21, and Mr. Jensen ran the radio booth to provide some exciting commentary!

All photos were captured by Carl Crum ‘24
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Holiday Drink Recipes
Lifestyle - Katie Sinclair ‘22

 The holidays are full of delicious foods, 
but sometimes it’s easy to forget about drinks, 
Since so many of us will be at home for Thanks-
giving this year, and we’ll be stuck witht the same 
boring sodas, here are some recipes to have some 
fun in the kitchen. Why not use your extra time 
and kitchen materials to try something new, and 
spice up your already delicious dinner! 

Homemade Apple Cider… if you’re feeling crazy 
and want to make it all homemade, this is the 
recipe for you!
https://www.gimmesomeoven.com/home-
made-apple-cider/

Ingredients: 
10 to 12 assorted apples (chop into quarters)
2 oranges, peel if you would like less tart (quar-
tered)
4 cinnamon sticks 
1 tablespoon whole cloves 
Optional seasonings: 1 teaspoon of allspice, 1 
whole nutmeg, and/or a pinch of fresh ginger 
16 cups of water 
½ cup of your favorite sweetener (ex. Brown sug-
ar or maple syrup)

Directions:  
Add apples, oranges, cinnamon, cloves, and add-
ed seasonings to a very large pot, cover this with 
water leaving about an inch or two at the top
Let it heat until it reaches a simmer 
Put on a lid, medium-low heat, and let it sit for 2 
hours or until apples become very soft 
Strain the cider to get rid of solids 

Apple Juice Cider… for something simpler and 
less time consuming 

Ingredients: 
4 cups of apple juice (I recommend Martinelli’s) 

2-4 cinnamon sticks 
8 whole cloves 
1 teaspoon allspice, or any of the possible add 
ons from the homemade apple cider
If you want to add your choice of sweetener

Directions:
Place all the ingredients in a saucepan, let them 
come together, remove when at desired tempera-
ture/ taste, the longer you let the cider simmer 
the more the ingredients come together 

Thanksgiving Evening Drinks... Remember you 
can always go with the classic Martinelli’s Spar-
kling Apple Cider! 

Sparkling Ginger-Cranberry Mocktail
Ingredients: 
Ice

3 ounces of cranberry juice 
3 ounces of ginger ale 
Fresh cranberries and or rosemary sprigs to gar-
nish 
Directions 
Combine the ingredients, pour into the glasses, 
garnish, and serve!

Non-alcoholic Sangria
https://www.thekitchn.com/recipe-non-alcohol-
ic-sangria-170254

Ingredients 
2 cups boiling water 
2 black tea bags (you can also do something de-
caf if you prefer)
2 cinnamon sticks 
½ cup of sugar
3 cups pomegranate juice
1 cup freshly squeezed orange juice 
1 medium orange sliced thin
1 lemon sliced thin
1 lime sliced thin
1 apple, cut into small chunks
3 cups carbonated water 

Directions 
Pour the boiling water over the tea bags, sit for 
five minutes, discard tea bags and stir in the sug-
ar until it has dissolved
In a large pitcher combine the tea, cinnamon 
sticks, pomegranate juice, orange juice, orange, 
lemon, lime, and apple, refrigerate until cold 
(may require overnight or at least an hour)
Before serving with ice, add the carbonated wa-
ter.

Hopefully these drinks spice up your season as 
you discover new recipes from home!

 Thanksgiving is right around the corner 
and nothing says Thanksgiving like delicious 
food! Here are some dessert recipes to try out: 

Pumpkin Bread:

Dry Ingredients: 
1¾ cups of all-purpose flour
1 tbsp. pumpkin pie spice
1 tsp. baking soda
1 tsp. ground cinnamon
½ tsp. baking powder
¾ tsp. salt
Wet Ingredients & Sugars:
1 cup granulated white sugar
½ cup packed light brown sugar
½ cup melted butter
1 cup pumpkin purée
2 large eggs
1 tsp. vanilla extract

Instructions:
Preheat the oven to 350ºF.
Mix the dry ingredients together in a medium 
bowl.
Mix the sugar and wet ingredients together in a 
large bowl.
Combine the dry and wet ingredients.

Bake. Pour the batter into a greased bread pan 
(preferably a 9x5-inch bread pan) and bake until 
an inserted toothpick comes out clean.
Cool and enjoy!

Carrot Cake Muffins:

Dry Ingredients: 
1½ cups of all-purpose flour 
1 tsp. baking powder
1 tsp. baking soda
1 tsp. cinnamon
1/4 tsp. salt
Wet Ingredients & Sugar:
1 cup brown sugar
½ cup vegetable oil 
2 eggs (beaten)
1 cup shredded carrots (2 medium carrots)
½ cup milk

Instructions:
Preheat the oven to 400ºF. Grease and flour a 
muffin pan for 12. 
Wisk wet ingredients together. 
Wisk dry ingredients together. 
Add them and mix. 
Bake for approximately 20 minutes. 
Cool and enjoy! 

Pumpkin Pie Squares

Crust Ingredients: 
1 cup all purpose flour
½ cup oats
½ cup brown sugar
½ cup cold butter
Filling Ingredients: 
2 cans (15 ounces each) solid-pack pumpkin
2 cans (12 ounces each) evaporated milk
4 large eggs
1½ cups granulated sugar
2 tsp. ground cinnamon
1 tsp. ground ginger
½ tsp. ground cloves
1 tsp. salt

Instructions:
Preheat the oven to 350ºF.
Combine flour, oats and brown sugar. Cut in 
butter until the mixture is crumbly. 
Press into a greased pan and bake for 20 minutes. 
Beat filling ingredients until smooth, then pour 
over the crust and bake for approximately 45 
minutes. 
Cool and refrigerate. 
Top with whipped cream if desired and enjoy!

Thanksgiving Dessert Recipes
 Lifestyle - Michelle Hernandez-Garduza ‘22

For those who are feeling adventurous, try 
a homemade apple cider.

Photo provided by Katie Sandhu ‘21 from 
Unsplash.com
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The Rundown on Fall Fashion Trends
Fashion- Makena Taylor ‘22

 Fall is here, so let’s get styled for the new 
season! We may not be dressing for big social oc-
casions or events but that’s no reason to rob our-
selves of the excitement of matching our cloth-
ing to the changing season. There is something 
incredibly relaxing about cuddling up by the fire 
in your cozy sweaters with a mug of coffee or 
tea when the air outside turns crisp and chilly. 
So let’s layer those sweaters with some trendy 
styles for the upcoming season. We all know how 
much the color of our outfits changes with the 
seasons. During the summer we dress in a lot 
of white and fun colors. In the spring our col-
ors shift to some light colors or pastels. Then 
in the winter and fall, the colors we wear are 
often darker ranging from oranges and bur-
gundies to greys and blacks. 
 This brings me to the first fall trend 
which includes all black getups with a pop of 
white color. This pop of white can add con-
trast to your outfit and is a great combination 
for the fall. The white can come in the form 
of a pair of shoes, a scarf, sunglasses, a bag, 
or anything that fuels your fancy. The white 
can also be exchanged with any other bright col-
or like orange, red, green, or any other color that 
makes a statement against the all black. Poléne 
Paris has many bag options that can add some 
excitement or contrast to your outfit. 
 The second trend I want to introduce is 
oversized coats. Oversized items have been pop-
ular for a while now stemming from the 1920s 
but oversized coats are an absolute must in your 
fall wardrobe. These oversized coats can be 
paired with a matching set, which you can read 
more about in my last article “Stylish Active-
wear: Change your Outlook on Everyday Tasks,” 
or with a cute business outfit. For warmth, you 
can place the coat over a sweater and jeans or a 
dress for a formal occasion. These coats can eas-
ily dress and outfit up or simply provide a cute 
outer layer to your jeans and sweater. 
 Recently, preppy outfits have been on the 

rise in fall apparel. Many fashion influencers have 
been seen wearing plaid bottoms with a colored 
shirt covered by a sweater. The plaid bottoms of-
ten include fitted plaid pants, pleaded and mini 
plaid skirts, or even jeans with plaid patches. The 
sweaters can range from a variety of different 
colors which can help provide some diversity to 

your everyday outfits. The collared shirt is a great 
addition which can add layers for warmth and 
are often white although any color can be mis-
matched with a sweater of your choosing. These 
elements can easily make your outfit look put to-
gether for formal or everyday events. Coach has 
some great statement jackets and tops that can be 
paired with your outfit to enhance your preppy 
look.
 Another popular trend for fall weather is 

jeans with a button-down white shirt. The white 
adds a little bit of brightness for fall days. They 
can be paired with an oversized coat, a sweater 
for a preppy look, or just worn as in for a stylish 
outfit. It can be made casual with blue jeans or be 
dressed up with some black jeans or other formal 
pants. There are many ways you can adjust this 
fall trend to match your everyday look. A wide 
variety of jean styles can be found at Levi’s that 
can match any look or style you are going for!
Many celebrities have been seen wearing tailored 
suits for a powerful and put-together look. 
 Although suits are more commonly worn 
by men, recently they have been gaining popu-
larity in the women’s fashion industry because of 
the symbols these suits have to power, success, 
and confidence. Women are making a difference 
everyday and these new stylish suits show their 
hardworking personalities and business capabil-
ities. A tailored suit is a great option for a for-
mal event during the fall because as the weather 
gets cooler, dresses and skirts may be too cold. 
So get ready to change the world in these stylish 
suits. Annie Bing has many options for a modern 
businesswoman look including a dozen different 
styles of suits. 
 Fitted puffer jackets have been growing in 
popularity especially during the fall. They can be 
placed over your exercise set for a walk outside 
or can be an additional piece of warmth for your 
stylish fall outfit. Not only are these jackets warm 
and great for adding another layer but also they 
are great for pulling your outfit together. These 
jackets add both style and functionality to your 
everyday outfits. Stylish puffers are often paired 
with jeans and big white sneakers for a casual 
weekend with some friends. 
 A sweater dress with over the knee boots 
is the perfect outfit for an outing with friends or 
a dinner party in the comfort of your own home. 
Sweater dresses are very cozy and comfortable 
and the boots can an additional element to com-
plete the outfit for a nicer event!
 Another popular pairing in fall appar-
el is suede or leather mini skirts with a graphic 
tee and blazer. The suede or leather skirts match 
with the fall season and can be a cute addition 

to many outfits. For a more casual look, graphic 
tees can pair with the skirt to make a laid back 
but stylish combination. For warmth or a formal 
addition to the nice-casual outfit, you can add a 
blazer that works wonders in bringing the whole 
outfit together. Zara and Aritzia have some great 
options for the next time you are looking for a 
stylish blazer. 
 Everything you need for your casual or 
comfy day of errands can be summarized by 

black leggings, a graphic tee, and a camel coat. 
This outfit takes stylish cozy to a whole new 
level. The camel coat not only adds a certain 
amount of coziness to your day but also makes 
the whole outfit look stylish and sophisticated. 
Black leggings are a must in every fall ward-
robe because of their comfortable feeling and 
their ability to go with practically any oth-
er clothing item. The graphic tee makes the 
look casual while also maintaining comfort 
throughout your day.
 And of course, sweaters! Sweaters are 
a major part of your fall wardrobe. They are 
great for warmth, comfort, and style. They 

can be just as or more comfortable than hood-
ies and can be worn to formal events, casual 
get-togethers, or even for chilling by the fire at 
home. Sweaters can be paired with anything and 
are a great option for the cooler weather. There 

are many different styles of sweaters including 
a crew neck, boyfriend sweater, cardigan (read 
more on “Ways to Style a Cardigan” by Storie 
Lynch ‘22), turtleneck, v-neck, and many more 
different sweater styles to consider for your next 
shopping spree. Some places to get these sweat-
ers are Shopbop, Intermix, or Zara. 
 The final fall trends I will discuss are 
popular shoes. Many fall outfits can be styled up 
with a pair of boots or made more casual with 
a pair of sneakers. Either way, shoes can really 
influence your outfit, whether, for a fancy event 
or for running errands. Boots have been a popu-
lar choice of many fashion influencers including 
combat boots, leather boots and heels, snakeskin 
booties, and many other statement options.
 These are some of the most current and 
popular fall trends and I hope that you will join 
me in packing away our summer apparel and 
making room for some new fall additions. Let’s 
take our cozy zoom outfits to a new level this 
season!

An example of a puffer jacket that 
you might find this fall.

 Photo provided by Katie Sandhu ‘21 from 
Unsplash.com

Choosing the right color for your 
sweater will keep you warm and 

stylish at the same time.
 Photo provided by Katie Sandhu ‘21 from 

Unsplash.com

The plaid pattern is becoming popular for 
the fall season with its preppy look that 

keeps you warm.
 Photo provided by Axel de Vernou ‘21 

from Unsplash.com



 On October 27th, the Los Angeles Dodg-
ers defeated the Tampa Bay Rays 3-1 in game six 
of the World Series. With both teams having a 
strong pitching staff, it is certainly a surprise that 
21 home runs were hit throughout the series. 
 A relatively weak offensive team, the 
Tampa Bay Rays were able to use their superstar 
rookie Randy Arozarena to drive in runs and 
make the matchup competitive. Despite this, the 
Rays knew they needed more to take home the 
title, and the result of game four gave them hope. 
Tampa Bay was down 7-6 in the bottom of the 
ninth inning with two outs and runners on first 
and second base. Rays manager Kevin Cash, with 
no options left, kept pinch runner Brett Philips in 
the game to face Kenly Jansen. 
 Obviously hoping for a walk to get anoth-
er batter up to the plate, the dugout was shocked 
when he made contact with the ball and it trav-
eled to shallow right field, where Chris Tay-
lor of the Dodgers failed to make the play. He 
missed the ball, and despite his efforts to throw 
it to home plate, another error was made, two 

runs scored, and the Rays went up 8-7, ending 
the game. However, the dodger’s ability to score 
runners with two outs— 60% of their postseason 
runs were driven in with two outs— and their 
impressive defensive performance in game 6 al-
lowed them to take home the championship tro-
phy for the first time in 32 years.
 In the eighth inning of the final game, 
Dodgers third baseman Justin Turner had left the 
dugout without explanation until after the game 
when reporters were told that he had tested pos-
itive for COVID-19. Controversially, despite this 
positive test, Turner was spotted after the game 
celebrating the victory with his team, and was 
even pictured sitting next to his teammates and 
manager without wearing a mask. This brought 
up the question of how he contracted the disease 
in the first place. All of the players and staff of 
the Dodgers, as well as that of the Rays had been 
isolated in a “bubble” for the entirety of the post-
season. The bubble was very effective, with no 
recorded COVID-19 cases until Turner’s. 
 Ultimately, the bubble broke, and we will 

have to wait to see if contract tracing will provide 
us with the information we need to assess how 
exactly that happened. But possibly even more 
concerning is the fact that he was allowed to stay 
in the game after his test results came back in-
conclusive in the second inning. It wasn’t until 
the eighth inning that he was pulled. 
 However, even with the backlash the 
team is receiving for allowing him to return from 
the locker room, they certainly seem to be enjoy-
ing their first World Series win in a while.

Dodgers Beat Rays in First World Series Win Since 1988
Arts & Athletics - Nick Karros ‘24
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 We’re nearly done with our first semester, 
and even though we may feel like we’ve gotten 
used to our daily Zoom routine, our teachers are 
still faced with the difficult task of preparing our 
classes. Most importantly, the art teachers have 
been faced with the task of making a hands-on 
class adaptable to the new online landscape. 
 Ms. Benjamin teaches dance alongside 
Monte.  Their Zoom routine consists of them 
coming to the dance studio on campus, facing 
their computer to the mirror, and teaching their 
students choreography. While teaching chore-
ography through a screen has its downsides, in-
cluding a subtle delay for music and counting 

when there is weak internet connection, Ms. B 
and Monte try to make the best of it. 
 They’ve been especially successful at 
making the dance class a comfortable and fa-
miliar atmosphere. Every class begins with some 
sort of check-in, where each student gives an 
idea of how they’re feeling that day. With all the 
movement dance has to offer, all of the students 
are able to engage with the class and create bonds 
with each other. And at the end of each class, they 
end with a final check in. Ms. B noticed by the 
time class was over, students who started at a 3 
on a 1-10 scale had become at 10 over a 75-min-
ute period because of the activities they did in 

class.
 As for online performances and the Hol-
iday Treat, Monte and Ms. B are working hard to 
find alternative ways to showcase their students’ 
talents through an online format. They have 
done an amazing job with online showcases as of 
now. The performance projects during Commu-
nity Life are great examples of how hard Monte 
and Ms. B are working to utilize the platforms 
and spaces they have. By creating live broadcasts 
of Pulse’s performances, they have allowed the  
dance team to become closer to the school and 
provide an entertaining show for the communi-
ty, like they used to do at football games!

Dance Class Adapts to Online School
Arts & Athletics - Sophia Torres ‘22 & Kaitlyn Smith ‘22

 A common struggle that people often run 
into with clothes is how to elevate an outfit that 
seems too simple or boring. You might be frus-
trated that you’ve put together an outfit that still 
seems to be lacking. However, with some of the 
following suggestions plus a touch of confidence, 
your outfit will undergo a transformation.  
 First, when wearing jeans, pants, or even 
skirts with loops, belts are the perfect way to level 
up your outfit in a stylish and practical manner. 
There are a plethora of different styles, colors, 
and buckles to choose from, all with their own 
pluses. Classic black leather belts with a simple 
silver or gold buckle can effectively tie together 
an outfit despite its simplicity. For a modern yet 
casual look, chain belts can add a nice touch. If 
you’re wearing solid colors and need more flavor 
to your outfit, a patterned belt is the way to go. 
You can even use a simple white shoelace, which 
is a trend that has recently been revived by social 
media influencers. Whichever kind of belt you 
decide to use will certainly add points to your 
outfit game. Try Lulu’s and Brandy Melville for a 
variety of stylish, inexpensive belts.
 Jewelry is a timeless accessory that nev-
er fails to enhance an outfit. Starting off with 
necklaces, there are different materials and 
styles that can cater to your specific outfit. From 

chunky chains to minimalistic pendants, choose 
the type that best matches the aesthetic of your 
outfit. Layering is also a good technique to use 
when you want to incorporate multiple necklac-
es. With earrings, you can play it safe with some 
simple studs or small, thick hoops. Statement 
earrings, however, can transform your outfit if 
you have the confidence to sport them- just take 
note of Beyonce’s red carpet looks, which often-
times include big, bold earrings. If you’re decid-
ing between silver or gold jewelry, tradition says 
that gold metal is for warmer skin tones while 
silver is better for cooler skin tones; in the end, it 
doesn’t really matter as long as you don’t wear the 
two metals together. Try Madewell and Gorjana 
for moderately priced, good quality jewelry, but 
if you’re just looking for something cheaper, For-
ever 21 has a wide selection as well. 
 Hair accessories can also be valuable in 
elevating an outfit. Follow in the footsteps of 
Blair Waldorf with headbands, especially thick 
ones which have recently been making a come-
back. Hair scarves are a versatile hair accessory 
that can be used in many ways, like tied around 
a ponytail or wrapped around your head. For a 
90’s look, use hair clips to pin back both sides of 
your hair. Claw clips are also back in style and 
have been seen on celebrities like Bella Hadid 

and Hailey Bieber. Anthropologie, Urban Outfit-
ters, and Amazon all have a broad collection of 
different types of hair accessories.
 If you’ve already tried accessorizing us-
ing these tips yet still feel like your outfit needs 
a kick, try layering your clothes. Especially with 
fall coming upon us right now, layering is not 
only fashionable but warm as well. Start off with 
a mockneck or turtleneck top, and add a tank 
top, graphic tee, or crewneck sweatshirt. This 
tactic can help keep you warm and ensure that 
you are following the dress code while still look-
ing cute. If you have a collared shirt, layer that 
under a t-shirt, a crewneck, or a sweater vest 
to enhance your look. These layering tips work 
for dresses too; if you have a favorite dress with 
thin straps but want to be warm or abiding by 
the dress code, layer it on top of a sweater or un-
derneath a cardigan. For pieces that are good to 
layer with, check out PacSun and Princess Polly. 
 By incorporating these fashionable tips 
to your everyday outfits, your look will definitely 
go through an upgrade. As designer Kenzo Taka-
da said, “Fashion is like eating; you shouldn’t 
stick to the same menu.” Instead of continuing 
to wear simple outfits, use these different acces-
sories and ideas to add spice to your everyday 
ensemble. 

How to Elevate a Simple Outfit
Fashion - Rachel Cheng ‘24

A Dodgers fan in the crowd..
 Photo provided by Katie Sandhu ‘21 from 

Unsplash.com
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Jingle Bell STOP
Back Page - Clara Degois Sainz ‘22

 Ah, the holiday season, the greatest weeks 
of the year. It’s the one thing that gets us through 
the first semester. It’s the light at the end of the 
tunnel for finals and college apps where we can 
finally take a breather. And what is better than 
xmas music? I mean,  it’s so great I could listen to 
it year round, right...?? 
 WRONG! Yes I KNOW we all love our 
Mariah Carey, but I don’t wanna see no one play-
ing “All I Want for Christmas is You” in SEP-

TEMBER. The sun is out! It’s like 90 degrees and 
I’m over here going to the beach eating a popsi-
cle, and you’re BLASTING Jingle Bell Rock and 
doing a whack impersonation of the mean girls 
dance???? 
 NO!!!! Sit down and never do that thigh 
slap again!! There’s a reason holiday food doesn’t 
hit the stores until at least November, most of 
them December! And before anyone asks, yes, 
I’ll give you a pass for November since there’s no 

Thanksgiving music. I mean, who wants to be 
singing about turkeys anyways— especially after 
what I saw my mom doing to the turkey last year. 
Never again. So, I’m BEGGING you, have some 
respect for Halloween. November 1st is the of-
ficial start date for Christmas music, and I’ll be 
taking no further questions. That being said…

Happy official Christmas music season every-
one!

Scream Therapy
Back Page - Charles Tangitau ‘22 & Ellie Noto ‘24

Hey! So we can both sense that everyone is on 
edge at the moment with online school and the 
election, so here are some things that make us 
want to scream so you don’t have to. It’s like I’m 
screaming for you. In a pillow. At night. Crying. 
Everyone needs to release their steam.

1. My sister Matilda. She makes me want to 
scream SO badly to the point of just wanting to 
drop kick her into the trash smh
2. The doo-doo wifi in my house - literally can’t 
learn or watch netflix so WHAT am I supposed 
to do all day?
3. Being in zooms while literally on the brink of 

a civil war.
4. Group projects via Zoom. How do you expect 
us to do those?? Text people I don’t talk to so they 
can start a Zoom????
5. When people don’t turn on their cameras
6. When I can’t argue back because it’ll seem like 
I am being rude.
7. Staying up till 1 to finish my homework - what 
is sleep? Who is she? Never met her.
8. People who don’t understand time zones. I’m 
not sure why this makes me want to scream but 
it does. It’s really not that hard
9. People who are playing Among Us with friends 
and snitch out the imposter because they were 

killed. 
10. When I come up with a good comeback 
weeks later.
11. When you make a perfect transition but don’t 
save it into your drafts.
12. When your siblings eat the food you told 
them not to eat.
13. How long it took for Ms. Nevada to count 
their votes
14. When you argue with a stubborn person.
15. When people attack others for celebrating 
Christmas before Thanksgiving occurs - she is 
~irrelevant~


